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called MapReduce [108        ], made p opular by the Hado op computational framework
[ 258            ]. MapReduce is related to a style of parallel com pu ting known as bulk

 synchro no us parallelism  (BSP) [ 139         ]. We cover these topics, also, in chapter 7.

              A comp elling feature of the cloud is that it provides many ways to create highly
      scaled applications that are also interactive. The Spark  system [265  ], originally

            develop ed at University of California Berkeley, is more flexible than Hado op and is
             a form of BSP computing that can b e used interactively from Jupyter. Go ogle has

   released a service called  Cloud Datalab       , based on Jupyter, for interactive control
          of its data analytics cloud. The Microsoft Cloud Business Intelligence (  Cloud BI )

           to ol supp orts interactive access to d ata queries and visualization. We discuss these
   to ols in chapter 8.

        Managing your cloud computing resources can b ecome complicated when
             you need to scale beyond a few VMs or containers. Keeping track of many

           pro cesses spread over many cloud VMs is not easy. Fortunately, several new
             to ols have b een adopted by the public clouds to help with this challenge. For

         managing large numb ers of containers, you can use the Do cker Swa rm to ols
docker.com/products/docker-swarm  and Go ogle’s   Kub ernetes container man-

agement [26 , 79          ] (which Go ogle uses for its own container man agement). Many
   p eople use the venerable HTCondor  system [ 243      ] to manage many task parallel

           computation. (HTCondor is used in the Globus Genomics system that we describ e
  in chapter 11.) Mesos [154       ] provides another di stribu ted op erating system with

              a web interface that allows you to manage many a ppl icati ons in the cloud at the
             same time. All of these systems are already available, or can easil y b e deployed,

        on cl oud platforms. We describ e them in chapter 7.

          One other computation service programming mo del that is common in cloud
 computing is dataflow           . This mo del plays a significant role in the analysis of

      streaming data, as discussed in chapter 9.

  4.3 Serverless Computing

          An interesting recent trend in cloud computing is the introduction of serverless
computing             as a new paradigm for service delivery. As we show in the chapters

             ahead, computation and data analysis can b e deployed in the cloud via a range
             of sp ecial services. In the ma jority of cases, the user must deploy VMs, either

            directly or indirectly, to supp ort these capabilities. Doing so takes time, and the
              user is resp onsible for deleting the VMs when they are no longer needed. At times.

              however, this overhead is not acceptable, such as when you want an action to take
              place in resp onse to a relatively rare event. The cost of keeping a VM running
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             continuously so that a program can wait for the event may b e unacceptably high.

             Serverless computing is similar to the old Unix concepts of a daemon and cron
            jobs, whereby a program is managed by the op erating system and is executed

           only when sp ecific conditions arise. In serverless computing, the user provides a
           simple function to b e executed, again under certain conditions. For example, the

               user may wish to p erform some b o okkeeping when a new file is created in a cloud
            rep ository or to receive a notification when an imp ortant event o ccurs. The cloud

             provider keeps a set of machines running to execute these functions on the user’s
              b ehalf; the user is charged only for the execution of the task, not for maintaining

           the servers. We return to this topic in chapters 9 and 18.

       4.4 Pros and Cons of Public Cloud Computing

          Public cloud computing has b oth pros and cons. Imp ortant advantages include
 the fol lowing.

•                 Cost : If you need a resource for only a few hours or days, the cloud is much
     cheap er than buying a new machine.

•               Scalability : You are starting a new lab and want to start with a s mal l numb er
              of servers, but as your research group grows, you want to b e able to expand

          easily without the hassle of managing your own racks of servers.

•               Access : A researcher in a small university or an engineer in a small company
               may not even have a computer ro om or a lab with ro om for racks of machines.

      The cl oud m ay b e the only choice.

•          Configurability : For many scientific disciplines, you can get complete virtual
          machines or containers with all the standard software you need pre-installed.

•            Variety : Public cloud systems provide access to a growing diversity of
         computer systems. Amazon and Azure each provide dozens of machine

           configurations, ranging from a single core with a gigabyte of memory to
         multicore s ystems with GPU accelerators and massive amounts of memory.

•         Security : Commercial cloud providers have excellent security. They also
            make it easy to create a virtual network that integrates cloud resources into

 your network.

•         Upgradeability : Cloud hardware is constantly upgraded. Hardware that you
              buy is out of date the day that it is delivered, and b ecomes obsolete quickly.
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